or Acoustic propagation is characterized by three major factors: attenuation that increases with signal frequency, time-varying multipath propagation, and low speed of sound. The background noise, often characterized as Gaussian, is not white, but has a decaying power spectral density. Channel capacity depends on the distance, and may be extremely limited. As acoustic propagation is best supported at low frequencies, an acoustic communication system is inherently wideband and bandwidth is not negligible with respect to its center frequency. The channel has a sparse impulse response, where each physical path acts as a time-varying low-pass filter, and motion introduces Doppler spreading and shifting. Surface waves, internal turbulence and fluctuations in sound speed, contribute to random signal variations. Till date, there are no standardized models for acoustic channel fading. Experimental measurements are often made to assess the statistical properties of the underwater channel.
I. INTRODUCTION
Electromagnetic signals that move from source to destination generally come across with various hindrances. The various models that governs the transmission of signals; focus on how all these factors affect transmission. Figure 1 depicts the basic structure of transmission system. It consists of three components that are "Sender", "Channel" or "Medium" and "Receiver". Where ( ) is the signal that is transmitted to channel, ( ) is the signal that is been received and ( ) are the noises that are affecting the channel. For underwater, acoustic waves are used for communication channels. The acoustic channels are among the critical and challenging medium in recent research [1] . Its features include long propagation and attenuation which is frequency dependent that are extremely affected by the link orientation and by nodes distance [2] .
The acoustic links are mostly affected by multi path, Doppler spread, path loss, variable propagation delay and different noises [3] .
At low frequencies the propagation of acoustic signals is outstanding however, for the transmission channel its capacity is very least [1] . The range of frequency for acoustic wave is from 10 to 15 kilo Hertz while channel capacity is just 5kilo Hertz and its speed is nearly 1500 meter per second. The propagation is over several channels. High Doppler Effect arises due to mobility of nodes [2] . In fact multi-path propagation, low speed of sound and frequency-dependent attenuation results in Doppler Effect that makes the acoustic channel a challenging medium.
Instead of acoustic waves for underwater the radio signals are not properly propagated apart from low frequencies for very small distances [4] . Similarly the optical waves that are well applied in blue-green area about 500 nm suffer too by attenuation and do not propagate greater than 100m even it have channel capacity in MHz order [5] . Hence, the acoustic signals are considered best for this communication however, it covers a small range. These waves can propagate over kilometers or hundreds of kilo-meters, but for the coverage of longer distance, lower frequency is required [6] .
Underwater (UW) acoustic transmission over very larger scales that is in thousands km can be possible in one hop but the channel capacity must be in order of 10 Hertz [7] . The horizontal channel is extremely difficult for the multi-path (IJACSA) International Journal of Advanced Computer Science and Applications, Vol. 9, No. 10, 2018 411 | P a g e www.ijacsa.thesai.org propagation. However, the vertical transmission shows minimum distortion [8] .
Concept of UWSN of distributed autonomous motes [9] is presented by improvements and establishments in sensor technology, vehicle and acoustic modems technology. Currently research is ongoing for standardizing UWSN schemes to approve interoperability of various modems. An international NATO led is operational on formation Janus which is an international standard to specify structure of packet as well as rate of bit mechanisms of acknowledgement, etc. for applying in a given frequency distance configurations [10] .
Due to lack of "typical applications," two kinds of networks are possible. The first is that have static motes and deployment of these are for lengthy time and these networks are designed for the monitoring of environment. The other one is the one that have not fixed nodes and they are not deployed for longer time. These types of networks are planned for fleets of cooperating AUVs, where vehicles can make decisions by responding to each other but the most significant aspect is energy efficiency for bottom mounted networks.
This article is organized into four sections. Section II provides some existing work. Section III that is further divided in to different parameters of propagation channel that are attenuation, noise, Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR), bandwidth, multipath propagation, Delay spread, Doppler distortion, Fading and Scattering are discussed. Finally the article is settled in section IV to consider the effect on upcoming UWSN schemes.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
At the end of World War II United States developed initial acoustic communication system for underwater. In that system the 8 to 11 kHz band with analog modulation used [11] . But with the passage of time the technology is improved and digital modulation mechanisms came in use. In the era of 80"s researchers of Massachusetts Institute of Technology proposed a new system; Frequency Shift Keying (FSK) [12] . It becomes the foundation of commercial base digital acoustic modems of 1st generation [13] . After FSK different acoustic modems developed that based on coded FSK such as WHOI micro modem [14] . As FSK depends on non-coherent detection hence it provides strength to channel losses but its utilization of bandwidth not so well. The research of 90s emphasis on quadrature amplitude modulation and phase shift keying for underwater acoustic channels which provides additional bits per second per hertz of employed channel capacity. Northeastern University and WHOI work for improvements and enhancements which come out with a channel equalization or synchronization method [15] . These efforts become the base of high speed acoustic modem 2nd generation.
The authors of [16] examined acoustic channel features such as noise, speed of sound (propagation speed) with variations in frequency, attenuation, salinity, depth and temperature through some models and mathematical expressions for the area of UWSNs. According to Cooperative Energy-Efficient Protocol for UWSN (Co-UWSN) [17] the researchers used cooperation approach to maximize lifetime of the UWSN, increase the Packet Delivery Ratio (PDR) using SNR and declined consumptions of energy that is mainly advantageous for time-critical as well as delay-sensitive applications. It alleviates possessions of multipath fading and noise using cooperative base transmissions of data. The number of qualified neighbors rises by changing in depth threshold; hence in delay-sensitive applications the acute data loss is minimized. The cooperation character and the optimal weight calculation deliver complementary of load for UWSN with stability of UWSN is heightened too.
The scheme Stochastic Performance Analysis with Reliability and Cooperation (SPARCO) [18] take the features of cooperation approach for increasing and improving the performance of UWSN. Cooperation is utilized for developing a routing technique that is efficient in terms of consumption of energy. The sensors of UWSN are assumed to be entailing of a uni-directional antenna. To reduce the energy usage, multi nodes send their data packets cooperation based by taking the benefits of spatial diversity. Techniques that comprise single hop or greater than one both exploits to declining path losing exist in links connecting sensor nodes and then forwards the data packet.
III. PROPAGATION CHANNEL PARAMETERS
This article is an overview of the acoustic channel features whose purpose is to expose those aspects of propagation that are significant for the design of acoustic communications. Following are the parameters of UW propagation channel.
A. Attenuation
A unique characteristic of an acoustic link is the path loss based on frequency of the signal. The signal dispersion loss and absorption loss are maximized by maximizing distance. Following expression is for the net path loss [19] 
In equation 1 f is the signal frequency while l is distance of transmission which taken in reference to . The exponent k models loss of spreading. Its typical values lie between 1 and 2 for cylindrical and spherical spreading respectively. The coefficient of absorption modeled empirically by Thorp"s formula which gives a ( f ) in dB/km for f in kHz as [18] .
This function is accurate for frequencies that are exceeding a few hundred Hz. It neglects the effect of frequencies caused by boric acid and magnesium sulfate, salinity and acidity levels of the water in sea or ocean, so they may not leads to very accurate result [16] . www.ijacsa.thesai.org
B. Noise
In acoustic channel site specific and ambient noises exists. The first one presents specific sites while in second one noise always exists in background of underwater. It arises by distant shipping, turbulence, breaking waves and thermal noise. The turbulence noise is represented by ( ), shipping noise by ( ), waves noise by ( ), and thermal noise by ( ). The Power Spectral Density (PSD) of , , are modeled in / Hz as frequency function in kilo Hz.
1) Turbulence noise:
Turbulence associated with surface disturbance or tidal flow around an obstruction generates continuous noise. Turbulence is also caused by storms or during the rain events. It may be produced by marine life. The turbulence noise is formulated as
2) Shipping noise: Another type of noise is the one caused by ship traffic. The effect of ship traffic is concerned with the number of ships and the distance of shipping from the area of study. The shipping noise is formulated as
with s as the shipping factor which lies between 0 and 1 for low and high activities respectively.
3) Wave noise:
Wave noise is caused due to the movement of waves in the sea or ocean. The wave noise formulated as
with ω as the wind speed in m/s. The movement of water results from tides, winds, currents and storms.
4) Thermal noise:
It is taken as additive white Gaussian noise. Additive white Gaussian noise is the noise model used to mimic the effect of many random processes that occur in nature. Thermal noise is created by molecular agitation at the receiver side and it is always present in communication system. The Thermal noise formulated as ( )
5) Total noise:
The overall noise power spectral density for a given frequency f can be computed by adding all types of noise as [16] ( ) (
These noise effects are modeled by Gaussian statistics [18] .
C. Signal-to-Noise Ratio
The SNR is attenuation that arises by the noise and frequency. Its power spectral density declines by frequency and SNR which differs over bandwidth of signal. If there are frequencies with narrow band having width as Δf and f as frequency then SNR is modeled by ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) (9) where PSD of transferred signal is ( ) . Thus the narrowband SNR is a frequency function for a specific distance. To attain a pre specified SNR, required power is expressed as ( ) and bandwidth ( ) .
where the exponents ( ) , and b, p coefficients based on target SNR, ambient noise and acoustic path-loss parameters [20] .
D. Bandwidth
Bandwidth B is the acoustic channel capacity that is on the order of center frequency expressed as f c . It impacts on design of signal processing procedures, as it prevents one from making the narrowband assumption, . Since multihopping confirms lesser energy consumption, its outcomes doubled for acoustic channel in perspective of energy-per-bit consumption [20] . The interference and collision increased as hops raises hence more retransmissions are required while shorter hops provide greater bit rates and the collision is mostly minimized. The channel capacity is sternly restricted at longer distances: at 100 kilo meter, just a kHz approximately is present. For the smaller range, the capacity rises, but it will eventually be restricted by the transducer. The fact that this channel capacity is restricted denotes the requisite for bandwidth efficient modulation methods in case greater than bps/Hz is to be attained over these links.
E. Multi Path Propagation
Multi path establishment in water is directed by two major effects: first one is sound reflection at surface, bottom and any objects, and sound refraction in water. The later one is a significance of speed of sound variation with the depth that is typically evident in deep water links.
The sound speed depends on temperature and pressure that differ by the water depth. According to the Snell"s law, sound wave must movess towards lower propagation speed area. The pressure and temperature are fixed in shallow water. The temperature decline as the depth rises. The mass of water above is insignificant change the pressure. The speed of sound reduces in the area known as main thermocline. The temperature reaches at 4 after a little depth, and from there on, speed of sound rises with pressure. When the sound rays initiates, every ray follows a little diverse route and the receiver receives these multiple signals. For putting a mathematical modeling of channel in a view let nominal length represent using ̅ of the p th propagation path, where p = 0.
The path delays acquired is ̅ ̅ ⁄ where c, speed of sound taken constant in the shallow water.
Under an ideal situation the coefficient of surface reflection is (-1). Depending on the hard or soft bottom and grazing angle the coefficient of bottom reflection is different. [21] .
If the cumulative reflection coefficient we represent by with propagation path p th and the propagation loss by ( ̅ ) associated with this path, then www.ijacsa.thesai.org
It denotes p-th path nominal frequency response and all paths perform as low pass filter. The coefficient of absorption do not vary with its value at referenced center frequency and distance hence for interested frequencies and the distances to the mainstream acoustic transmission systems, impact of the path filtering is about similar for entire channel. Signifying this value using , function of transfer of p th link is expressed as
F. Delay Spread The ` represents the channel"s overall delay spread. It is a vital characteristic to model a system of acoustic transmission. The small multi-path spreads revealed by perpendicular channels and large spreads which is possible up to 100"s of mille seconds, by horizontal links.
In broadband systems that are single carrier having short data symbols by comparison with multipath spread, amount of symbols is of significant quality that specifies the Inter Symbol Interference (ISI) degree. It edicts filters size that requires to balance the link. The coherence of frequency which is an expressive quality for broadband systems represent by which is equal to the ⁄ . According to multicarrier systems, less than this value parting of carrier is well preserved. It is also important to keep in mind that the channels of acoustic wave are sparse a lot.
is the total multipath spread with intervals ⁄ which is less than the L coefficients that suit for signifying retort of channel [22, 23] .
G. Doppler Distortion
Time variability of the channel is due to the two reasons, First one is the inherent variations in the propagation channel that results to fading of signal. And second one arises due to the sender and receiver mobility that results in frequency shifting. The difference between these two is that the former occurs randomly and second one is expressed in a deterministic way. Motion of sender and receiver or point of reflection with path of signal reasons the distances of path to change with time. The Doppler Effect magnitude is directly proportional to ratio ⁄ of relative sender and receiver velocity to the sound speed.
As the speed of electro-magnetic waves is greater than the sound speed hence acoustic signal"s, motion induced Doppler distortion is very high.
For the modeling of the Doppler distortion, let we take only propagation path and assumes the relative sender and receiver velocity that remains constant with this path for some interval of time then path delay expressed as
. (13) where the Doppler factor for the p th path is ⁄ .
These factors about equal for entire paths = ɑ, ∀ , if we have only one dominant component of velocity [23] .
To measure time variation delay effect for a signal, suppose we just emphasis at a specific component of the signal. It is in narrowband centered around frequency f k such that . Following is relation of signal that is ( ) with corresponding baseband ( ) are given
As signal occupies frequencies narrow band, its copy is received over propagation path p th that is given as
The equivalent baseband component of the received signal through
The association of baseband
where ̅ is constant.
and the Doppler effect are apparent in two factors. First is frequency shifting by the while the other is time scaling by the factor ( ).
H. Fading
The inherent channel varies from very large scale, the slow changes which happens on season base such as the variation in speed of sound profile from summer to winter or everyday such as by the water currents depth variations, to minor scale, the rapid changes which produced by the quick mobility of the water surface.
The large scale occurrences affect ordinary signal power, producing it to change over lengthier time. The small scale occurrences upset rapidly the level of signal, producing change for smaller time. 
In equation (19) random displacement is denoted by , that designs variations of large scale. The link transfer function that is now random is expressed by
where h p is the path coefficients which is computed same as the nominal equation (12) , by instead of ̅ while delays can be computed as ⁄ in reference to some time, such as.
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̅ is calculated by equation (12) .
2) Small-scale effects: Previous model does not comprises impacts of scattering that produces dispersion of micro path with every propagation-path. It is shown by a factor which attends path gain ( ) . A complete model of channel is acquired as
In this model, the factor (t) represents slower changing process. The factor ( ) denotes faster changing scattering process. These factors are often expressed as circularly symmetric complex valued Gaussian processes which are normalized so as not to modify total signal power that is received, i.e.
{| ( ) | }

IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
The channel modeling becomes significant aspect of signal processing and analyzing has been examined for decision feedback equalization [22, 23] , turbo equalization [24, 25] and multi carrier revealing [26, 27, 28] . Though a larger channel capacity indicates more ISI and frequency discrimination, it infers an enhanced resolution in delay. Hence, the associated signal distortion is apparent as more simple, channel estimation is additionally effective in case when an appropriate sparse model is used, and that leads to better processing of signal. Moreover the signal at a greater rate allows more recurrent channel interpretations thus channel tracking will be easier [29] . Particularly, outstanding efforts are proceeding for merging the small range with greater bit rate UW acoustic transmission systems along leisurelier and lengthier range UW communications [30] .
